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Abstract

Contrastive learning (CL) is widely known to require
many negative samples, 65536 in MoCo for instance, for
which the performance of a dictionary-free framework is
often inferior because the negative sample size (NSS) is
limited by its mini-batch size (MBS). To decouple the NSS
from the MBS, a dynamic dictionary has been adopted in
a large volume of CL frameworks, among which arguably
the most popular one is MoCo family. In essence, MoCo
adopts a momentum-based queue dictionary, for which we
perform a fine-grained analysis of its size and consistency.
We point out that InfoNCE loss used in MoCo implicitly at-
tract anchors to their corresponding positive sample with
various strength of penalties and identify such inter-anchor
hardness-awareness property as a major reason for the ne-
cessity of a large dictionary. Our findings motivate us
to simplify MoCo v2 via the removal of its dictionary as
well as momentum. Based on an InfoNCE with the pro-
posed dual temperature, our simplified frameworks, Sim-
MoCo and SimCo, outperform MoCo v2 by a visible mar-
gin. Moreover, our work bridges the gap between CL and
non-CL frameworks, contributing to a more unified under-
standing of these two mainstream frameworks in SSL. Code
is available at: https://bit.ly/3LkQbaT.

1. Introduction
Self-supervised learning (SSL) has become increasingly

popular in various domains, ranging from NLP [12, 30,
34, 38, 42] to visual representation [6, 22, 36], in the past
few years. Especially, contrastive learning (CL) frame-
works [2,6,22,23,25,36,44,47,50,53,65] have attracted sig-
nificant attention due to its intuitive motivation. In essence,
CL is designed to attract the anchor sample [46] close to
the positive sample, i.e. another augmented view of the
same image, and simultaneously repulse it from negative

*equal contribution.

Figure 1. Intra-anchor and Inter-anchor hardness-aware proper-
ties. The former is indicated by different repulsing weights (see
Eq 5) for different negative samples based on their hardness, i.e.
p1
1 ̸= p1

2... ̸= p1
K (K denotes NSS), and the latter is indicated by

different weights being put on different anchor samples to attract
the corresponding positive sample, i.e.

∑K
j=1 p

1
j ̸=

∑K
j=1 p

2
j ̸=∑K

j=1 p
3
j with three anchor images as a motivation example.

samples, i.e. views from different images. With the popu-
lar InfoNCE loss [36], CL is widely reported to require a
large amount of negative samples [22]. For example, [6]
shows that increasing the mini-batch size (MBS) to a large
value, 4096 for instance, is essential for achieving compet-
itive performance, for which there are multiple challenges,
such as GPU memory concern or difficulty to train with a
large MBS [6, 57]. Thus, a major line of CL frameworks,
such as MoCo [22], have emerged to decouple the required
large negative sample size (NSS) from the MBS with a dy-
namic dictionary. Despite much effort in the dictionary de-
sign [22,53], why contrastive InfoNCE requires a large dic-
tionary (or many negative samples) is not well understood.

Our investigation of the above problem centers around
an interesting hardness-aware property [46] of InfoNCE. A
large volume of works [3, 26, 28, 35, 45, 60] have studied
strategies of mining hard negative samples, i.e. those sam-
ples that are similar to the anchor sample. We point out that
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the anchor sample also has this hardness property. Concep-
tually, an anchor sample is considered hard when it is still
far from the positive sample and/or close to negative sam-
ples. InfoNCE loss has been identified to have the hardness-
aware property [46], which contributes to dimensional de-
correlation [61], is critical for performance.

Prior works [46, 61] mainly study the hardness-
awareness within an anchor, which is therefore termed
intra-anchor hardness-aware property here. As in Fig-
ure 1, it indicates that the gradient puts different weights
(see Eq 5) on various negative samples for repulsing the
anchor from them with different strength of penalties, i.e.
pi
1 ̸= pi

2... ̸= pi
K (the fixed superscript i, 1 for in-

stance, denotes the same anchor). In contrast, the inter-
anchor hardness-aware property indicates different weights
being on anchors for attracting them to their correspond-
ing positive sample with different penalties, i.e.

∑K
j=1 p

1
j ̸=∑K

j=1 p
2
j ̸=

∑K
j=1 p

3
j with three anchors as an example.

Overall, our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We point out that anchors have hardness property,
for which contrastive InfoNCE loss by default attracts
them to their corresponding positive samples with var-
ious strength of penalties. Recognizing this, we disen-
tangle InfoNCE into vector and scalar components that
reflect intra-anchor and inter-anchor hardness-aware
properties, respectively. Such a decomposed loss facil-
itates a fine-grained analysis on the MoCo dictionary
and we reveal: (i) a small dictionary is sufficient for the
vector component which, however, requires high con-
sistency between encoders for representing the nega-
tive and positive keys; (ii) the scalar component re-
quires a very large dictionary but is less sensitive to
such consistency.

• We identify that the increase of dictionary size
and temperature both help alleviate the inter-anchor
hardness-aware sensitivity for improving performance.
Our findings help simplify MoCo family via remov-
ing their dictionary and momentum. Specifically,
we propose dual temperature for realizing indepen-
dent control of intra-anchor and inter-anchor proper-
ties. Without a dictionary, our proposed SimMoCo
achieves comparable or superior performance over the
baseline MoCo v2. Notably, our dictionary-free and
momentum-free SimCo is simple yet effective.

• Our investigation helps bridge the gap between CL and
non-CL frameworks, contributing to a unified perspec-
tive on these two major SSL frameworks.

2. Related Work
Recently, multiple works [4,8,15,19,59] have attempted

SSL without using negative samples, demonstrative perfor-

mance comparable to the CL frameworks. However, they
are often dependent on additional predictor [19] or stop gra-
dient [8] or explicit de-centering and de-correlation [4, 15,
59, 61]. CL remains as a mainstream framework for SSL
and has also been extensively studied in other filed applica-
tions [1, 13, 16, 27, 37, 46, 51, 54, 55, 58, 64].

Contrastive learning. The core of unsupervised learn-
ing is to learn augmentation-invariant representation, for
which CL is at the core of its development [17,33,40,41,49].
Inspired by this success, CL has been extensively studied
for SSL pretext training [2, 6, 23, 25, 36, 43, 53, 65]. Early
works have attempted margin-based contrastive losses [21,
24, 49] and [36, 53] propose a NCE-like loss which has be-
come the de facto standard loss in CL.

More recently, demonstrating superior performance over
supervised pre-training counterparts, MoCo [22] has at-
tracted significant attention. MoCo v2 [7] incorporates
stronger augmentation and additional MLP projector head
from [6], which shows significant performance improve-
ment over MoCo v1. Moreover, [9] has demonstrated that
MoCo family can also exploit ViT structures [14] based
on which they find that prediction head from the non-CL
frameworks [8, 19] brings additional performance boost. In
essence, what is unique to MoCo family is their dictionary,
where the keys are also found to benefit from increased di-
versity through negative interpolation [63]. The understand-
ing of this core component, i.e. momentum-based queue
dictionary, in MoCo is limited and our work fills the gap
to perform a fine-grained analysis.

A key property of CL is that it involves negative samples,
and a major line works [3,10,26,28,29,35,39,45,48,52,60]
have shown that mining hard negative samples can be ben-
eficial for performance. Moreover, [46] has identified that
InfoNCE has a hardness-aware property which is critical for
competitive performance. [61] has shown that this can be at-
tributed to the effect of dimensional de-correlation. In con-
trast to them that mainly focused on intra-anchor hardness-
awareness, our work studies the inter-anchor hardness-
aware property and identifies it as a major reason to explain
why MoCo family requires a large dictionary.

Temperature in CL. Temperature plays a key role for
the success of CL due to its hardness-aware [46] or de-
correlation [61]. They analyze the influence of the tem-
perature in the vector component, while ours is the first to
decompose the influence of temperature into two compo-
nents. The dual temperature has been previously studied in
a non-CL framework termed DINO [5] from the perspective
of knowledge distillation. Specifically, the teacher adopts
a lower temperature than that of the student for help dis-
tilling knowledge. By contrast, our work adopts dual tem-
perature in a contrastive InfoNCE for realizing independent
control of two hardness-aware sensitiveness. Recently, [62]
has also exploited input-dependent learnable temperature in
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SSL for estimating uncertainty in out-of-distribution detec-
tion. It might be interesting to apply our dual temperature
concept to [62] for identifying which one (or both) is bene-
ficial for such uncertainty estimation.

3. Background
A large dictionary is desirable. Driven by various mo-

tivations, multiple works [2, 23, 25, 36, 43, 53, 65] have de-
signed dynamic dictionaries and exploited the stored keys as
negative samples. This dictionary is desirable to be large,
for which [53] proposes to save the representations of all
training samples in a memory bank. To increase the con-
sistency among the stored representations, MoCo [22] pro-
poses a FIFO queue dictionary based on the momentum
encoder. The influence of such consistency on MoCo is
demonstrated in [63] by analyzing the effect of momentum
coefficient. Without a dictionary, the negative sample size
would be limited by the MBS. The main merit of a dictio-
nary is to decouple the NSS from the MBS, which allows
access to a large number of negative samples without in-
creasing the MBS. Despite many attempts at exploring var-
ious dictionaries, less attention has been paid to understand-
ing why CL requires a large dictionary.

Contrastive loss. NCE-like loss [20] has been indepen-
dently introduced with various motivations in multiple pop-
ular works [36, 41, 53] and it has emerged as the de-facto
standard loss for CL. Following [22, 36, 61], we term it In-
foNCE for consistency. Given an encoder f , a random in-
put sample x is encoded as a query (or anchor) q or key k,
which are often l2 normalized to avoid scale ambiguity. We
consider a set of encoded queries (anchors) {q1, q2, ...} and
encoded keys {k1, k2, ...}. With similarity measure by dot
product, InfoNCE is formulated as:

Lqi = − log
exp(qi·k+/τ)

exp(qi·k+/τ) +
∑K

j=1 exp(qi·kj/τ)
(1)

where k+ denotes the positive key to anchor qi and τ de-
notes the temperature. This loss has low value when qi is
similar to its positive key and dissimilar to negative keys.

Hardness-aware property. To guide an anchor close to
its positive key and far from negative keys, a simple loss as

Lsimple = −qi·k+ +
1

K

K∑
j=1

qi·kj , (2)

has been designed in [46]. The gradient on qi is derived as

∂Lsimple

∂qi
= −(k+ − 1

K

K∑
j=1

kj), (3)

which shows that the penalty weight on each negative key
is the same. [46] has identified that InfoNCE outperforms

the above simple loss due to its hardness-aware property
via putting more penalty weight on those hard keys. This is
reflected in the derived gradient of Eq 1 on q as

∂Lqi

∂qi
= −

(

K∑
j=1

pi
j)k+ −

K∑
j=1

pi
jkj

 , (4)

where a constant component 1
τ is omitted for simplicity be-

cause it can be perceived as part of the learning rate. pi
j con-

ceptually indicates the probability of qi being recognized as
kj , which is detailed as

pi
j =

exp(qi·kj/τ)
exp(qi·k+/τ) +

∑K
r=1 exp(qi · kr/τ)

. (5)

Note that for a fixed query qi, pi
j (j ∈ [1,K]) are those

weights in the intra-anchor hardness-awareness of Fig 1.
Proportional to exp(qi·kj/τ), pi

j indicates more penalty
weight being put on hard negative samples [46].

4. Towards Understanding MoCo

The core of the seminal MoCo centers around its mo-
mentum encoder (MoEn)-based dictionary [22]. Our work
revisits a prior hypothesis and performs a fine-grained anal-
ysis on its dictionary for a new understanding of MoCo.

Prior hypothesis. It is hypothesized that the dictionary
needs to be large and consistent [22]. Regarding the size, it
is assumed in [22] that “Intuitively, a larger dictionary may
better sample the underlying continuous, high-dimensional
visual space”. Straightforwardly, [22] attributes the neces-
sity of a large dictionary size to the requirement of sam-
pling. Indeed, as they claim, in general, it is intuitive that
more samples are necessary for better modelling a more
high-dimensional space. However, whether this is indeed
the major reason for the requirement of a large dictionary
remains unclear. On the other hand, regarding the consis-
tency, it is argued in [22] that “the keys in the dictionary
should be represented by the same or similar encoder so that
their comparisons to the query are consistent”. The stored
keys in the dictionary from the past iterations are used as
negative keys, thus the necessity of MoEn was mainly at-
tributed to such negative-negative (NN) consistency. Here,
we attempt to examine the above claims with a focus on
InfoNCE’s hardness-aware property.

4.1. Inter-Anchor Hardness-Aware Property

It has been noted in [46] that in the gradient on the an-
chor, the weight on the positive key is equal to the sum
of weights on all negative keys, i.e.

∑K
j=1 p

i
j (see Eq 4).

Prior work is mainly interested in the unevenness of those
pi
j within an anchor. Our work pays attention to the value
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of this sum and it motivates us to decompose Eq 4 as

∂Lqi

∂qi
= −

K∑
j=1

pi
j︸ ︷︷ ︸

Inter-anchor
hardness-awareness

(k+−
K∑
j=1

p̂i
j︸︷︷︸

Intra-anchor
hardness-awareness

kj), (6)

where p̂i
j = pi

j/
∑K

j=1 p
i
j . With such decomposition, we

note that the weight on positive key is still equal to the sum
of p̂i

j ( 1 =
∑K

j=1 p̂
i
j). Clearly,

∑K
j=1 p

i
j is an anchor-wise

weight for indicating the hardness of anchor qi (see Fig. 1).
Loss transformation. We reformulate Eq 1 as:

Lnew
qi = sg[

∂Lqi

∂qi
]·qi = sg[

K∑
j=1

pi
j ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Scalar component

qi·sg[(k+ −
K∑
j=1

p̂i
jkj)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vector component

,

(7)
where sg[·] indicates the stop gradient. Intra-anchor and
inter-anchor hardness-awareness are reflected in the vector
and scalar components, respectively. This loss transforma-
tion enables the adoption of independent dictionaries for the
two components. The above loss is mathematically equiv-
alent to that in Eq 1 for optimizing q because they share
the same gradient on q (omitted constant 1

τ is considered in
practical implementation). Note that k in Eq 1 has no gra-
dients because they are from the dictionary or the output of
the momentum encoder [22].

The above gradient decomposition and loss transforma-
tion facilitate the analysis of the dictionary. Our following
analysis is based on MoCo v2, however, for concept and
notation simplicity, it is still referred to as MoCo.

4.2. A Fine-Grained Analysis on MoCo Dictionary
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Figure 2. Influence of the size of a independent dictionary. The
star indicates the baseline setting the size of both Dvector and
Dscalar to 65536. Fixing the Dscalar to 65536, the red line shows
the influence of Dvector size. Fixing the Dvector to 65536, the
blue line shows the influence of Dscalar size. The experiments are
performed on CIFAR100 with MoCo v2 for 200 epochs. Detailed
setup is included in the supplementary.

Size. By default, MoCo adopts a very large dictionary
size, 65536 for instance, and we treat it as the baseline
of our investigation. Since CL requires a large dictionary
size, decreasing the size is confirmed to decrease the per-
formance. The dictionary size has an influence on both
vector and scalar components. To disentangle such influ-
ence, based on the loss in Eq 7, we adopt two independent
dictionaries, Dscalar and Dvector, for the scalar and scalar
components, respectively. We investigate two scenarios: (a)
adopting various Dscalar sizes with the Dvector size fixed
to 65536; and (b) adopting various Dvector sizes with the
Dscalar size fixed to 65536.

From the results in Figure 2, there are two major obser-
vations. First, the scalar component is highly sensitive to
its dictionary size and the performance is much worse when
Dscalar is small. Second, a dictionary size as small as 64 in
the vector component is already sufficient for competitive
performance. Interestingly, for the vector component, the
performance is optimal when the dictionary size is around
256, i.e. only the keys stored in the last iteration is used
since the MBS is set to 256 in this setup.

Sampling strategies Earliest Random Newest

Top-1 Accuracy(%) 1 44.03 53.43

Table 1. Comparison of various sampling strategies on CIFAR100

Consistency. [22] mainly attributes the quality of stored
keys to NN consistency. By contrast, we conjecture that it
might be more important for the positive and negative keys
to be represented by the same or similar encoders. Since the
keys from the current MoEn are used as the positive one, it
is straightforward that the stored order might be an impor-
tant factor with positive-negative (PN) consistency consid-
ered.

To verify our conjecture, with a full Dscalar used, we
sample Kvector keys from the Dvector. The investigated
sampling strategies are as follows: (a) sampling the earli-
est Kvector keys; (c) randomly sampling Kvector keys; (c)
sampling the most recent Kvector keys. Recall that adopt-
ing 256 keys for the vector component actually outperforms
that with a very large dictionary, and we set Kvector to 256.
Sampling the earliest Kvector keys guarantees high NN con-
sistency, however, the results in Table 1 show that it leads to
non-convergence. With such a sampling strategy, we con-
firm that increasing Kvector to a much larger value, 4096
for instance, does not alleviate such collapse. On the other
hand, random sampling has very low NN consistency but
high PN consistency leads to a reasonable performance but
under-performs that with the most recent keys. Overall, the
results suggest that (a) PN consistency better indicates the
quality of the stored keys; (b) the vector component is sen-
sitive to such consistency. This also helps explain the in-
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teresting phenomenon in Figure 2 that adopting keys only
from the last iteration outperforms that with a very large
dictionary. For the vector component, a large dictionary is
not always optimal from the perspective of PN consistency
since it contains many old keys. By contrast, a larger dictio-
nary in the scalar component consistently improves the per-
formance (see Figure 2), suggesting the scalar component
is less sensitive to the quality of the keys. A more detailed
discussion on this is in the supplementary.

Relation to prior hypothesis. (i) Regarding the size,
it might be tempting to believe that the vector component,
which matches the high-dimensional representation space,
is more sensitive to the dictionary size. Our results show
that a relatively small dictionary size is sufficient for the
vector component. (ii) Regarding the consistency, as dis-
cussed above, our work shows that their suggested NN con-
sistency [22] is less informative than PN consistency for in-
dicating the quality of the keys. The importance of PN con-
sistency also helps justify their FIFO queue strategy [22].

5. Towards Simplifying MoCo
The dictionary requires additional memory to store neg-

ative keys and the keys need to be encoded by a mo-
mentum encoder to increase their consistency (or quality)
in MoCo [22]. Such dictionary and momentum increase
the framework complexity, which motivates us to check
the possibility to remove them without performance drop.
Somewhat surprisingly, our proposed simplified frame-
works actually achieve superior performance over the base-
line MoCo v2. The simplifying procedure, as well as the
underlying rationale are detailed in the following.

5.1. Dictionary Removal

For investigating the role of temperature in controlling
the strength penalties on negative sample, [46] defines
ri(si,j) = pi

j/
∑K

j=1 p
i
j , i.e. p̂i

j , as the relative penalty on
negative key kj for the anchcor qi and analyzes its entropy.
Inspired by it, we define ri+ as the relative penalty weight
on anchor qi to attract their corresponding positive sample:

ri+ =

K∑
j=1

pi
j/

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

pi
j . (8)

From the results in Figure 3, we observe that the en-
tropy of r+ consistently decreases as the dictionary size de-
creases. On the other hand, its entropy also decreases when
the temperature is set lower. A lower entropy indicates the
relative penalty weight on each anchor is less equal, i.e.
more relative weight on the hard anchors. This mirrors the
finding in [46] that a low temperature decreases the entropy
of the ri(si,j) causing more penalty on the hard negative
samples. From this observation, we conjecture that the per-
formance with a small dictionary in the scalar component
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Figure 3. Entropy of r+ under various dictionary sizes and tem-
perature τ values.

might benefit from a larger temperature similar to the per-
formance boost caused by a larger dictionary size. Temper-
ature in the vector and scalar components are denoted by τα
and τβ , respectively. To exclude the influence of temper-
ature change in the vector component, we keep τα = 0.1
fixed and only change the value of τβ . The dictionary size
is set to 256 for both scalar and vector components. The
results are shown in thea first row of Table 2.

Key type Scalar-temperature (τβ)
0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0 5

Last 43.56 49.74 54.07 54.03 53.89
Current 44.19 49.89 54.45 54.11 54.0

Table 2. Influence of scalar temperature τβ on CIFAR100. τα =
0.1 in all experiments here.

SimMoCo. We observe that a low temperature, 0.05 for
instance, leads to a significant performance drop (43.56%),
while a sufficiently large temperature is beneficial for supe-
rior performance. Note that by default MoCo does not use
the current mini-batch keys as the negative samples. Thus
the above-discussed results are based on the negative keys
saved in the dictionary from the last iteration. Straightfor-
wardly, the keys at the current step from the momentum en-
coder can be used to replace the above negative keys. The
results in the second row of Table 2 show that this replace-
ment increases the performance. This (slight) performance
boost can be attributed to the improved positive-negative
consistency (note that the positive keys are from the mo-
mentum encoder at the current iteration). Through this re-
placement, we show that the dictionary in MoCo can be re-
moved without performance drop; actually, the performance
is improved by a visible margin. This new dictionary-free
MoCo framework is termed SimMoCo, where “Sim” stands
for “Simplified” and indicates the removal of the dictionary.

Dual temperature and its rationale. A key property
of the SimMoCo is that it uses dual temperature for en-
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abling independent control of intra-anchor and inter-anchor
hardness-aware properties with τα and τβ , respectively. As
shown in Table 3, adopting a sufficiently large τβ reduces
the inter-anchor hardness-aware property and boosts the
performance. On the other hand, the vector component does
not allow such a sufficiently large temperature. This creates
a dilemma choice of setting an appropriate single temper-
ature. The rationale discussed here is supported by the re-
sults in Table 3. This rationale also somehow aligns with
an observation in [56] that removing the positive pair from
the denominator in the InfoNCE loss for decoupling the in-
fluence of positive sample and negative ones on each other.
[56] justifies their decoupling from the perspective of learn-
ing efficiency, while our dual temperature highlights inde-
pendent control of two hardness-aware properties.

Method τα τβ Accuracy (%)

ST 0.1 0.1 49.52
ST 1 1 32.09
DT 0.1 1 54.11

DT (reverse) 1 0.1 31.28

Table 3. Performance on CIFAR100 with different configurations
of τα and τβ . ST indicates single temperature with τβ = τα. DT
indicates dual temperature with τβ ̸= τα. DT (reverse) indicates
a larger temperature is set for the vector component, i.e. τα > τβ .

5.2. Momentum Removal

SimCo. The momentum has been introduced in MoCo
to increase the consistency of the dictionary [22]. Our pro-
posed SimMoCo already has no dictionary, thus it might
make sense to further remove the momentum from the Sim-
MoCo for simplicity. Another merit of removing such mo-
mentum is that it allows the gradient to backward through
the side of keys, which is empirically found to boost per-
formance. The simplified momentum-free variant of Sim-
MoCo is straightforwardly termed SimCo. In the SimCo,
q and k are from the same encoder and they are symmet-
ric with different augmentations. Assuming that the MBS
is N, q and k both have N elements, for which qi and kj
are positive samples to each other when i = j; otherwise
they are negative samples to each other. The loss in Eq 7
does not allow gradient on k. To enable the gradient update
on both q and k , we propose an alternative implementation
for dual temperature. An new variant of InfoNCE with dual
temperature (DT) can be designed as:



LDT
qi = −sg(

W i
β

W i
α

) log
exp(qi·ki/τα)

N∑
j=1

exp(qi·kj/τα)

W i
β = 1− exp(qi·ki/τβ)

N∑
j=1

exp(qi·kj/τβ)
,W i

α = 1− exp(qi·ki/τα)
N∑
j=1

exp(qi·kj/τα)
,

(9)

where sg(
W i

β

W i
α
) changes the temperature from τα to τβ for

the scalar component, while keeping τα in the vector com-
ponent unchanged. Taking the symmetry into account, the
final loss would be (Lqi + Lki

)/2, where Lki
has the same

form as Lqi but switches the position of q and k. With gra-
dient update on both q and k, the loss in Eq 9 resembles that
in [6] but uses half negative samples. More discussion on
their relationship as well as the pseudo code for Eq 9 are in
the supplementary.

6. Experimental Setup and Results.
6.1. Experimental Setup.

Training. Following the settings on CIFAR experiment
in the official GitHub repository 1, we use SGD optimizer
with momentum 0.9 and weight decay 5e-4, and the temper-
ature is set to 0.1. We train each model for 200 epochs with
the MBS of 256 on a single GPU. In the first 10 epochs, we
use a linear warmup learning rate then decay learning rate
following cosine decay schedule without restarts [32]. The
highest learning rate is set to 0.03. The momentum coef-
ficient is set to 0.99. The projector of baseline MoCo v2
consists of two linear layers with a ReLU activation func-
tion between them, for which we keep the same setting. The
augmentations adopted are random color jittering, random
horizontal flip, and random grayscale conversion. We high-
light that for a fair comparison, MoCo v2, SimMoCo, and
SimCo are always trained under the same setup except for
the specified changes, such as the intended dual temper-
ature and removal of dictionary and momentum. For the
dual temperature, we need to set the temperature to differ-
ent values. τα needs to be set to an appropriate value due to
the so-called uniformity-tolerance dilemma [46]. We follow
common setups to set τα to 0.1. For τβ , we set it to 1.0. Em-
pirically, we find that τβ has no significant influence on the
performance as long as it is set to a sufficiently large value
for mitigating the inter-anchor hardness-aware property.

Evaluation. As shown in the solo-learn [11] frame-
works, the performance gap between online and offline lin-
ear evaluation is not significant. For the convenience to
avoid the need of retraining a linear classifier after the en-
coder pretraining, we directly report top-1 accuracy (%) on
the validation dataset with the online linear evaluation.

6.2. Experimental Results

Temperature τα. Temperature has been identified as an
important hyperparameter for controlling the balance be-
tween uniformity and tolerance [46]. With ResNet 18 on
CIFAR100, the results with a wide range of τα are reported
in Table 4. For all the three frameworks, a very small or
a very large τα leads to inferior performance. Relatively,

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/moco
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however, MoCo v2 is more sensitive to temperature varia-
tion, for which a detailed discussion is provided in the sup-
plementary.

τα 0.05 0.1 0.5 1

MoCo V2 49.16 53.28 35.99 21.74

SimMoCo 53.67 54.11 42.25 32.42
SimCo 56.95 58.35 48.98 39.49

Table 4. Performance under different temperature settings of τα
on the scalar component.

Batch size 64 128 256 512 1024

MoCo v2 52.58 54.40 53.28 51.47 48.90

SimMoCo 54.02 54.93 54.11 52.45 49.70
SimCo 58.04 58.29 58.35 57.08 55.34

Table 5. Performance comparison with different mini-batch sizes
on CIFAR-100.

Mini-batch size. Here, we further investigate another
important hyperparameter, mini-batch size (MBS) with the
linear-scaling rule [18] adopted to change the learning rate
proportional to the MBS. As shown in Table 5, we can ob-
serve that the proposed SimMoCo and SimCo achieve su-
perior performance over a wide range of MBS. Notably, a
smaller MBS leads to inferior performance for all the three
frameworks, while a larger MBS does not always lead to a
better performance, which can be attributed to training dif-
ficulty with a large MBS [57].

Longer training. We experiment with longer training
and the results are shown in Table 6. The superiority of
our simplifed frameworks over the MoCo v2 can also be
observed for longer epochs.

Epoch 200 400 800

MoCo v2 53.28 59.7 63.74
SimMoCo 54.11 60.11 63.82

SimCo 58.35 62.36 65.68

Table 6. Performance comparison for longer training.

Various architectures. On CIFAR100, we further com-
pare the three frameworks with different architectures, in-
cluding ResNet18, ResNet50, ViT tiny [14], Swin tiny [31].
The results in Table 7 suggest that SimMoCo consistently
outperforms MoCo v2. SimCo consistently outperforms
MoCo v2 as well as our SimMoCo by a large margin.

Various dataset. With ResNet18, we evaluate on mul-
tiple datasets, including CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, SVHN,
STL10 and ImageNet-100. The results in Table 8 show
that our simplified models consistently outperform the base-
line MoCo v2, except that the performance of SimMoCo is

Architecture ResNet-50 ViT tiny Swin tiny ResNet-18

MoCo v2 53.44 16.78 32 53.28

SimMoCo 54.64 21.35 33.07 54.11
SimCo 58.48 28.81 42.64 58.35

Table 7. Performance comparison on CIFAR-100 with different
architectures.

slightly worse than that of MoCo v2. Despite the simplicity,
SimCo generally performs the best among the three frame-
works on all investigated datasets except for SVHN dataset,
for which SimMoCo performs the best.

Dataset CIFAR10 CIFAR100 SVHN STL10 ImageNet100

MoCo v2 82.35 53.28 47.25 81.25 57.52

SimMoCo 82.36 54.11 53.67 80.56 58.2
SimCo 85.61 58.35 52.37 83.19 61.28

MoCo v2+ 85.3 57.19 44.51 82.93 60.52
SimMoCo+ 85.61 58.15 44.74 82.61 61.12

Table 8. Results w/ or w/o symmetric loss on various datasets.
Note that by default SimCo adopts a symmetric loss.

Symmetric MoCo and SimMoCo. [9] has shown a
symmetric loss leads to a performance boost for the frame-
works with MoEn. Following [9], we term them MoCo v2+
and SimMoCo v2+ when the symmetric loss is adopted.
The results in Table 8 show that the performance is boosted
by a large margin. It is worth highlighting that unlike
SimCo with a default symmetric loss, the symmetric loss
in the MoEn-based MoCo v2+ and SimMoCo+ doubles the
computation resources. Nonetheless, SimCo still outper-
forms them by a visible margin.

7. A Unified Perspective on SSL and Beyond
Currently, the CL frameworks can be roughly divided

into two categories: (a) dictionary-free CL represented by
SimCLR [6] and (b) dictionary-based CL represented by
MoCo family. As shown in Figure 4, our proposed Sim-
MoCo simplifies MoCo via dictionary removal and is fur-
ther simplified into SimCo via momentum removal. SimCo
and SimCLR are both dictionary-free and momentum-free,
and SimCLR can be roughly perceived as a special case
of SimCo with the dual temperature set to the same value.
In the following, we discuss how our investigation further
brings a unified perspective on CL and non-CL frameworks.

7.1. Bridging the Gap Between CL and Non-CL

The SSL frameworks can be divided into CL and non-CL
based on whether negative samples are used. For simplicity,
we first discuss non-CL frameworks that use a simple loss:

Lncl
qi = h(qi) · sg[−ki], (10)
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Figure 4. Comparison between CL and non-CL frameworks.

Type Methods Inter-anchor HA Top-1 (%)

CL

SimMoCo ✓ 50.22
SimMoCo ✗ 54.11

SimCo ✓ 53.82
SimCo ✗ 58.35

Non-CL

BYOL ✓ 46.54
BYOL ✗ 50.65

SimSiam ✓ 39.18
SimSiam ✗ 51.78

Table 9. Influence of Inter-anchor hardness-awareness (HA) in CL
and non-CL frameworks. All methods are based on ResNet-18,
trained on CIFAR-100 with 200 epochs under the same setup.

where h is a prediction head. The above loss is adopted in
BYOL [19] and SimSiam [8], which are arguably the two
most popular non-CL frameworks. In practice, they use a
symmetric loss and here for notation simplicity, we only
take the non-symmetric loss into account. Comparing the
loss in Eq 7 and that in Eq 10, we note a difference: the
vanilla contrastive InfoNCE puts different penalty weights
on anchors, while the non-CL frameworks [8, 19] adopt a
loss that treats all anchors equally.

With the gradient on k disabled and τβ set to sufficiently
large, Eq 9 can be reformulated in the form of Eq 7 as:

Lcl
qi = qi · sg[(−ki +

K∑
j=1

p̂i
jkj)]. (11)

where 1
τα

is omitted for simple discussion as aforemen-
tioned. It is interesting to note that the above loss re-
sembles Eq 2 for treating all anchors equally and resem-
bles Eq 1 for keeping the intra-anchor hardness-awareness.
Recently, [61] has shown that the negative samples in
CL frameworks and predictor h in non-CL frameworks,
SimSiam [8] for instance, achieve equivalent roles of de-
centering and de-correlation for avoiding collapse. Some
recent non-CL frameworks [4, 59] replace predictor with
explicit de-correlation and regularization. In other words,
their finding mainly bridges the gap between CL and
non-CL frameworks from the perspective of intra-anchor
hardness-awareness. Our work fills the gap by pointing out
that the loss in non-CL frameworks [4, 8, 15, 19, 59] treats
anchors equally, while vanilla contrastive InfoNCE in CL

penalizes each anchor based on their hardness. Overall,
through alleviating this imbalance (see the weight on ki in
Eq 11), our work further bridges the gap between CL and
non-CL frameworks to have a unified understanding of SSL.

Inter-anchor hardness-awareness in non-CL. It is in-
teresting whether inter-anchor hardness-awareness also af-
fects non-CL frameworks. As aforementioned, non-CL
frameworks treat anchors equally and thus we modify the
loss in Eq 10 via multiplying it by sg[

∑K
j=1 p

i
j ] for intro-

ducing inter-anchor hardness-awareness into non-CL. The
results in Table 9 shows that such hardness-awareness also
hurts the performance of both CL and non-CL frameworks.

7.2. Discussion

Inter-anchor hardness-awareness in SSL vs. SL. With
the softmax function, cross-entropy (CE) loss in super-
vised learning (SL) also has the inter-anchor hardness-
aware property. Our investigation suggests that unlike In-
foNCE in SSL, such property is critical for competitive per-
formance in SL. We find that this can be partly attributed to
the explanation that this default anchor-wise weight is less
reliable to indicate the hardness than that in SL. A more
detailed discussion is provided in the supplementary.

8. Conclusion

In this work, we revisit MoCo family by analyzing its
key component, namely momentum-based dictionary. Our
extensive analysis reveals that such a large dictionary is re-
quired mainly due to an inter-anchor hardness-awareness
property of the commonly used InfoNCE in CL. We pro-
pose to control two hardness-aware properties indepen-
dently with dual temperature, which facilitates simplify-
ing MoCo v2 through removing the dictionary as well as
momentum. Extensive experiments have confirmed that
our simplified frameworks, SimMoCo and SimCo, achieve
competitive performance against their baseline MoCo V2.
This work also bridges the gap between CL and Non-CL
frameworks to form a unified understanding of SSL.
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